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Welcome to Stallion
Stallion Holding was founded in 2003 with the initial vision of exporting spices out of Sri 

Lanka & which was diversified into a very financially sound entities as the mother company, 
Stallion Knitting (Pvt) Ltd is the apparel arm of Stallion Holding, catering to School wear / 
Formal wear as well as to the Fashion industry. Stallion offers the most advanced knitting 

technology in the region dedicated to manufacturing revolutionary Knitwear & specialized to 
handle small volumes & individualized/customized knitwear products to suit customers need.

OurVision

To Inspire, Innovate, Create Value & Respect Humanity, underlined by a commitment to 
be environmentally friendly and have ethical working practices

OurMission

StalliOn’s aim is to become the most sought after exporter of customized corporate 
wear & uniform products in the south Asia, We understand customers requirements 

well and deliver high quality and comfort to boost human performance using the latest 
sustainable and innovative technologies.





High Fashion



Work wear

Possiblyone of the most complexof marketswe  

serve, with demands ranging from basic

trousers, shirts and coveralls, to more complex  

issues of personal protective equipment.Where

special needs and features can include Fire  

retardant fabrics,  approved  designs,anti-static

and chemical protection or any combination!  

Stallion can   provide  assistance   in the

choice of fabrics, design and the manufacturing  

process.  Combining this with our partners own

expertise brings the best possible solution.  

Supported by the leading fabric, trim and test

houses, the possibilities for aviable solution to a  

specific requirement are as diverse as the

environment’s in which they will beused.

•Trousers – Uniform, Action and Combat  styling 
• Coveralls

•Jackets andwarehouse



Softshell, Fleece and Outerwear

For many years China has been the source for most of the outerwear available across Europe. Today there’s an
alternative that can offer some key benefits, previously unavailable. Stallion can offer the flexibility of making
smaller volumes in bespokedesigns andcoloursto the quality andstandards desiredby the discerningbuyer.

Sourcing fabrics from all parts of the far east or locally, Stallion believes that if the requirements

are for a quicker more practical solution then we can provide a high quality personal alternative to the nameless  
volumedriven factories!,Todayweseethesepractical garments asasolution to aparticular uniform requirement.

Not only as their comfort and ease of use appeal to the wearers, but with the bonus of being easily made into  
corporate wear, with added design features or contrast colours, giving them there unique corporate identity. 
The traditional fleece jacket offers warmth and comfort and can adapt to the season by use of lighter or heavier 
weight  fabrics.

More recently the soft shell or bonded fleece has allowed even greater flexibility in design and features as well as  
performance. Bonded fleece can include water resistant laminates and wind protection in a relatively
lightweight
jacket.
•Jackets –Paddedor standardlined• HiVisandTapedseams
•BodywarmersandGilets• Overshirts,andhalf zip



Health Care
An extremely demanding working environment with many requirements such as:

Fabric choice, colours, design features, performance and comfort all play a major part

in the selection of uniforms and garments. This is where Stallion leads the way and our

quality and experience shows through. As a key provider to some of the industry’s

leading suppliers, our desire to demonstrate the benefits we can offer allow us to keep

ahead of our competition. The first impression of the care professional is a vital part of

the health care system. From a small specialist practice to a large hospital, everyone has

their own needs. New Universe has the solutions.

•Tunics • Dresses • Scrub suits • Trousers • Gowns



Hospitality related

From a small but exclusive restaurant, to event catering

giants, uniforms depict that vital first impression.

Whether it’s behind the scenes in a hot busy kitchen, the

front of house in a grand Hotel, a local bar or multi

location fast food chain, everyone desires to portray

their chosen image as part of their attraction or brand

awareness.

Stallion can assist by providing garments to suit the feel

and image required. Food manufacturing is governed by

strict legislation, as a result the garments worn in the

industry have been developed to match or exceed those

requirements, with a wealth of industry experience New

Universe can provide the assistance and advice to ensure

that the garments are both practical and comfortable.

•Chefs wear • Aprons • Food trade coats and  
trousers

•Hygiene garments • Bar Shirts and Blouses



Salon &Therapy
An image conscious market place from

leading spas to smaller salons and

traditional hair dressers. An important

part of their image and working tools are

the clothes they wear. Practical and ease

of use, while remaining smart and

comfortable enough for the physical

rigors of each day depends on the design

of garment and the fabrics used. With

years of experience Stallion can provide a

bespoke solution to enhance both the

image and practicality of the uniform and

garments worn in this growing industry.

•Salon Tunics – Wrap over, Zip or

button  fastening

•Trousers – Fashion fit, Crop, traditional

•Polo’s and leisure wear



Leisure wear
Covering the full range of leisure wear garments in a vast range of fabric

compositions and weights, Stallion Knitting can offer everything you and

your customer requires. Whatever the garment type, colour or weight,

from the simplest T Shirt or polo to a complex work wear designed

garment to complete a real corporate identity!

Embroidery, Heat-seal or printing at source provides even greater

assistance and increased flexibility.

Fabric  Compositions: Include 50/50  cotton polyester, 100%  cotton,

65/35 polyester cotton and 80/20 cotton rich, Fabric weights: Include all 

the market  standards,  from  180gsm   through  to  400gsm   in  hoodies

and sweats. 

Colours: Over 32 colours going through production as standard. We can

also colour match to any Pantone reference ensuring a consistent colour

match of enviablequality.

Whether you’re requirements are complex or just a simple label we can  

provide a service and range of products that exude class and quality!

•Polo’s• Sweats • T-shirts • Hoodies
•Jog pants • Custom designs and corporate identity



Quality  is  a  journey  with us

Quality is a journey at Stallion, it is a key value instilled in every single

employee.

Working alongside our partners we aim to provide the best in
manufacturing, quality and service. Committing toward this value in which
leads our business and our partners in providing a clothing solution that’s
reliable, professional and passionate.



Certification
As a premier sousing office located in Sri Lanka, 

We work with facilities below minimum requirements being full filled. 

BSCI.  

WRAP.  

Sedex.  



A Flexible approach to trading
• Our working terms for orders canvaryde pendingon the customers requirements suchas,

a. Cut andMake

b. Cut,MakeandThread

c. CutMakeandPack

d. CutMakeandTrims

- C&M

- CM-T

- CMP

- CMT

- FOBe. Free on Board

f.

g.

Cost, Insurance andFreight - CIF  

Door toDoor Duty Paid - DDP

• Our Lead times for orders areasfollows

a. Solid Dyed Fabric - from official purchase order we would deliver back to customer

destination including shipping  from 12- 14weeks.

b.Yarn Dyed / Special Fabrics - from official purchase order we would deliver back to

customer destination including  shipping from 14 - 16weeks.

• Wealsoprovide aservice of Fabric stock holding on behalf of the customer to avoid fabric  

re-developmentLead times, whichwould saveapproximately 4 to 5weeksfrom the above

times listedon bullet point 2.



Continue

We do provide that extra service to our customers in handling smaller quantities too 

and  retain our quality and dedication toward the customer just the same, a facility we 

offerunlike any other.

Free on Board - FOB. - 35%  Advance Payment and Balance 65%  30 days from Bill of Lading date

Cost, Insurance and Freight - CIF - 35% Advance Payment and Balance 65% 30 days from Bill of Lading date  

Door to Door Duty Paid - DDP  - 35%  Advance Payment and Balance 65%  30 days from Bill of Lading date

Our minimum order quantity therefore would be start from 25 pcs and will

depend on the Fabric availability with a premium to beadded.


